In this paper, we propose a work-flow for color reproduction in whole slide imaging (WSI) scanners such that the colors in the scanned images match to the actual slide color and the inter scanner variation is minimum. We describe a novel method of preparation and verification of the color phantom slide, consisting of a standard IT8-target transmissive film, which is used in color calibrating and profiling the WSI scanner. We explore several ICC compliant techniques in color calibration/profiling and rendering intents for translating the scanner specific colors to the standard display (sRGB) color-space. Based on the quality of color reproduction in histopathology tissue slides, we propose the matrix-based calibration/profiling and absolute colorimetric rendering approach. The main advantage of the proposed work-flow is that it is compliant to the ICC standard, applicable to color management systems in different platforms, and involves no external color measurement devices. We measure objective color performance using CIE-DeltaE2000 metric, where DeltaE values below 1 is considered imperceptible. Our evaluation 14 phantom slides, manufactured according to the proposed method, show an average inter-slide color difference below 1 DeltaE. The proposed work-flow is implemented and evaluated in 35 Philips Ultra Fast Scanners (UFS). The results show that the average color difference between a scanner and the reference is 3.5 DeltaE, and among the scanners is 3.1 DeltaE. The improvement on color performance upon using the proposed method is apparent on the visual color quality of the tissues scans.
INTRODUCTION
The whole slide imaging (WSI) scanners produce high-res images, which are easy to visualize and navigate at different magnification levels. Since color content of an image has a direct influence on the reliability of the clinical diagnosis,
1 the scanner reproduced colors should be accurate and consistent. However, the same slide scanned by different scanners may appear different, even when viewed on the same display device, due to discrepancies in their color characteristics and configuration.
The color standardization and validation of WSI, including the scanner color reproduction, is a well recognized issue.
2 However, color standardization is non-trivial mainly because color perception and preference is highly subjective. Furthermore, WSI involves multiple devices, such as scanner and display, with their own color characteristics. The color transformations across different devices involve complex non-linear procedures and each transformation may introduce loss in color information. In this paper, we focus on color profiling the WSI scanners and rendering the scanned colors to the standard sRGB color space of a display device.
Existing literature on WSI color reproduction includes microscopes and digital scanners. A multi-spectral based technique is proposed by Tani et al. 3 for microscope color calibration using H&E stains. The reference colors are derived from specimens as spectral signals via a spectral sensor. The Red-Blue-Green triplet (RGB) color values of the specimen, captured using a standard microscope, are decomposed into multiple spectral bands and correlated to the reference to obtain the desired color correction. The technique is applicable also to the WSI scanner, but it requires color measurement using multi-spectral sensor and the scanner should be calibrated separately for different stain types.
The color variation in the display devices of WSI are evaluated by Yagi, 2 using two phantom slides: one consisting of 9 color patches and another containing H&E stained mouse embryo. The scanned images of the phantoms are visualized in multiple display devices of the same model. A display analyzer is used for reading the RGB/HSL (Hue-Saturation-Luminance) values of the color patches from the displays. The result show a significant variation among the display devices and advocates the need for display color calibration and the WSI standardization. However, the paper does not address the means to achieve color accuracy of a scanner and reproducibility of the phantom slides.
The proposed phantom slides by Yagi 2 are employed in calibrating and evaluating WSI scanner by Murakami et al. 4 The colorimetric values of the colors used in the phantom slides are obtained by spectrometer reading. The color calibration matrix of a scanner is derived by correlating the scanned color values of the phantom and their corresponding colorimetric values. A resulting 3x4 color matrix is used in translating the scanner raw-RGB colors to device-independent XYZ values. The application of the calibration matrix on H&E slides shows visual improvement in color representation. The performance of both of the phantom slides are comparable. The authors recommend the use of phantom slides for color calibrating the WSI scanner.
The color performance of WSI scanners are assessed by using a color phantom slide by Cheng et al. 5 The authors manufacture the phantom slide by taking a photograph of the GretagMacbeth ColorChecker SG on a photographic transparency film and mounting the film on a glass slide. The colorimetric values of the captured 140 color patches are derived by measuring spectral transmittance of the individual patches using a spectroradiometer. The phantom is scanned by a WSI scanner and the reproduced colors are obtained by intercepting pixel data from the input of the display device. The difference between the scanner reproduced colors and the spectrally measured colorimetric values are computed using CIE76 formula. The results show a pronounced color difference for certain patches when color management is activated and even worse without the color management. The paper does not address the methods of improving color accuracy in WSI scanner and achieving reproducibility of the phantoms.
In this paper, we propose a work-flow for color reproduction in WSI scanners such that the colors in the scanned images are close to the actual color of the input slide and the inter scanner variation is minimum. We prepare a color phantom slide, based on a standard Kodak Q60 (IT8) target transmissive film, containing 264 patches as shown in Figure 1 . The colorimetric values of the color patches are provided by the target film manufacturer. We further investigate several existing ICC compliant methods to calibrate the scanners and to render scanner colors to the standard display (sRGB) color-space, regarding their performance in histopathology slides images. We evaluate the performance of the proposed work-flow in terms of (i) phantom slide reproducibility, (ii) scanner color accuracy, and (iii) scanner color reproducibility. The color difference corresponding to the accuracy and reproducibility measurements is computed using CIE DeltaE-2000 metric. camera and desktop scanner profiling, we use the Kodak Q60 35mm transmissive film, which is manufactured in accordance with ANSI IT8.7/1 (transmission) standard. As shown in Figure 1 , it contains 264 patches of given colorimetric values, where the tolerance of the 99% of the patches in a film are specified to be below the just noticeable difference. 7 The film is embedded on a glass slide so that the optical property of the histopathology slides are retained by the phantom. The film is trimmed along the borders to fit between the microscope glass slide, measuring 1mm thick, and a 0.2 mm thick glass cover slip. Figure 2 shows the basic structural design of the target slide from different view angles.
Ideally, all the phantom slides should conform precisely to the reference color values provided by Kodak and should maintain their color behavior. However, in practice, the reproducibility the slides is found to be influenced by the medium between the glass and film. When the film was prepared by using adhesive at the corners of the glass, the presence of air created interference patterns, called Newton's ring, caused by the reflection of light between multiple surfaces: slide-air, air-film, film-air, and air-cover. Moreover, the patterns change with time depending on the temperature and surface pressure resulting in corrupted color profiles. When an organic oil with a matching optical index was used to replace the air, the double sides tapes used in sealing the slide borders were weakened with time causing leakage. The both air and oil based phantom slides, performing well at the time of manufacturing, turned out to be unsuitable for a long term practical use. Therefore, we opted for a adhesive-based phantom slide, in which the film is glued with the glass slide and the cover glass leaving no empty area by means of a transparent Epoxy based adhesive with a matching index.
WSI scanner color reproduction
A WSI scanner color reproduction includes calibrating the scanner generated images and transforming them into the display color space, such that the color of the tissue specimen on the slide is accurately represented. We follow a generic approach of color reproduction, as prescribed by ICC, 8 based on scanner calibration and profiling. The calibration information is derived for a scanner and applied to all the scanned images by the scanner. A calibrated scanner color response is represented in a independent color-space that has one-to-one mapping with the CIE XYZ color-space, also called the device-independent color-space or profile connection space (PCS), which can be used to transform to any other color-space. The display device requires it's own calibration and profile, which can be used to couple with the scanner PCS to transform the display colors. However, in the scope of this paper we employ the standard display color-space sRGB transformation followed by the gamma correction. The methods to address out-of-range colors colors in the display color-space are defined in the rendering intent. The following sections describe the methods for WSI color calibration/profiling and rendering intent definition.
Color calibration and profiling
Color calibration is performed to correct the color behavior of a scanner according to its response on the phantom colors. The phantom colors (raw RGB) captured by a scanner is correlated with the reference colors using datafitting techniques; such that the difference between the device independent colors and the reference is minimized. The color response of a device is described in a profile, which can be used by the Color Management Systems (CMS) to convert colors of one device to another. Figure 3 shows the color calibration and profiling process, where the scanner RGB colors and reference colorimetric values of the phantom are correlated to produce the scanner color calibration information and profile.
According to the International Color Consortium (ICC), 8 following three methods for scanner calibration and profiling: LUT-based, TRC-matrix and matrix-only. The LUT-based approach uses non-linear mapping, where the input scanner RGB colors and mapped to XYZ values using a look-up-table. The TRC-matrix and matrix-only approaches use a linear fitting in combination with and without a tone reproduction curve (TRC), respectively. The TRC is used for compensating the non-linear behavior of a device regarding brightness. By convention, the calibration information is included in the ICC profile.
We scan an image of the phantom from an optimal focus height, which is different than for a tissue scan due to large difference in the thickness of target film (0.1mm) and tissue specimen (0.0005 mm). We use an open source Argyll Color Management System 10 for WSI scanner calibration and profiling, considering the popularity and performance of the tool in comparison to other vendors.
11 Given a scanned image of the phantom, the software detects the patch areas and extracts the corresponding RGB colors. The color extraction is robust against the structural noise introduced by the film. Next the extracted colors are correlated with the reference colors, according to the given calibration/profiling method, producing the scanner profile including the color calibration information.
Rendering intent
A rendering intent defines how the scanner color-space is reproduced in the display sRGB including the whitepoint. For example, if a XYZ value from a scanned image is out-of-range of the sRGB color-space, the rendering intent determines the most appropriate replacement. The LUT-based ICC profile allows the following rendering intents: perceptual for visual quality, saturation for vibrant colors and colorimetric for color accuracy. In the colorimetric rendering intent the out-of-range colors are simply clipped. The TRC/matrix based ICC profiles allow two colorimetric rendering intents, namely absolute and relative. In the absolute colorimetric rendering, the white-point remains the same as specified in the ICC profile, while in the relative colorimetric rendering the white-point is adapted to that of an output medium. Figure 4 shows the color reproduction process during a slide scan, where the raw scanner RGB colors are converted to the display sRGB colors. The raw scanner colors are adjusted according to the color calibration information obtained during scanner calibration/profiling and transformed to a device-independent XYZ colorspace. Then the colors are transformed to linear sRGB according to the rendering intent and followed by a gamma correction for visualization. All the color conversion formulas are obtained from. 
Color difference computation
In this paper, we measure color difference in terms of subjective and objective evaluation. The subjective evaluation involves visual inspection of the color images by the authors and people with experience in image processing. Objective measure of color difference is represented by a mathematical formula, which computes the perceptual distance between two colors. Due to its superior performance and wide acceptance in industrial applications, we use the CIE-2000 color difference equation, 13, 14 given by DeltaE. A DeltaE value of 1 or less is considered to be visually imperceptible, while the higher values represent larger differences.
The DeltaE equation is developed for the CIE LAB color-space. Therefore, the colors, whose difference is to be computed, are represented in LAB color-space. The device-independent XYZ values and sRGB values reproduced by the WSI scanners are translated to LAB values using transformations available at. 12 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section we evaluate different color calibration/profiling methods, and rendering intents and select the most suitable ones for applying in WSI. Furthermore, we test the reproducibility of the phantom slide, and accuracy and reproducibility of the UFSs upon applying the color calibration method.
Calibration/profiling method selection
We evaluate the ICC prescribed calibration/profiling methods based on the difference between the reproduced phantom colors and the reference, and visual quality of the reproduced tissue images. When the deviceindependent phantom colors produced by the calibrated scanners are compared against the reference, the LUT based approach generates the best result: where about 50 patches resulted below 1 DeltaE. The TRC-matrix and matrix-only approaches result below 1 DeltaE in about 40 and 20 patches, respectively. However, in tissue scans, the colors reproduced by different scanners using LUT based and TRC-matrix approach diverge significantly. The color divergence is minimum in matrix-only approach. In the LUT-based and TRC-matrix approaches, the application of higher-order polynomials may have caused over-fitting of data generated by a linear sensing device. Therefore, they show minimum color difference between the phantom color patches and reference, while failing to reproduce tissue colors. In matrix-only approach, the chance of over-fitting the data is negligible because the 3x3 color calibration matrix derived from the 264 data points corresponding to the phantom color patches. The matrix-only approach is found to generate the most consistent and visually natural images. Figure 11 shows the same tissue image segments reproduced by two scanners using different combination of ICC profile and rendering intents.
Rendering intent selection
Given the matrix-only calibration method, we can select either relative or absolute colorimetric rendering intent. If the scanned images produced by the intents are viewed in isolation, no noticeable differences is perceived due to chromatic adaptation in human visual system. However, if viewed side-by-side, as shown in Figure 11 , a subtle shift in white-balance becomes visible. The absolute rendering method produces visually more uniform results among multiple scanners. Figure 5 shows the xy-chromaticity diagram based on CIE 1931, of a phantom slide containing 264 color patches scanned by a UFS. It illustrates the patch colors in 2D, without the luminance information. Since the color-space of a UFS is wider than sRGB, the range of colors that can be reproduced in our work-flow is not limited by the UFS. As shown in the figure, about 20 UFS color patches are slightly out of the sRGB range. The absolute colorimetric rendering intent, simply clips these colors, however, the resulting color difference is less than 1 DeltaE. It shows that the scanner color reproduction is minimally effected by the color clipping. Considering the color reproducibility required by the scanners and minimum loss in rendering, we recommend the use of matrix-only based ICC profile and absolute colorimetric rendering intent.
Scanner color accuracy
The color accuracy of a scanner is measured by comparing the device-independent colors of a phantom slide produced by a calibrated scanner against the reference colorimetric values, as shown in Figure 6 . 35 UFSs, the average color difference between the reference and the scans is found to be DeltaE 3.5. Figure 8 shows the mean and standard deviation in DeltaE between the UFSs and reference colors across the patches. The low mean DeltaE and standard deviation values of UFS number 7 and 11, given in the figure, is due to their better performance in the dark color patches.
Scanner color reproducibility
The scanner color reproducibility is measured by comparing the device-independent colors of a phantom slide produced by calibrated scanners with that of a model scanner and with each other. The model scanner consists of representative device-independent colors per color patch of the phantom, computed by using a local search method such that the overall DeltaE between the model scanner colors and the individual scanner colors is minimum. In our test with 35 UFSs, the average color difference between the model scanner and the UFSs is found to be 3.1 DeltaE. In general, all the scanners maintain a similar color behavior. When the three UFSs most distant from the model scanner are investigated, they are found to be closer to the reference, especially in the dark patches. Figure 9 shows the inter-scanner variation as a similarity matrix in terms of mean DeltaE, computed across the patches, between pairs of calibrated scanners. The diagonal elements of the matrix are zero because a scanner is compared with itself. The maximum DeltaE is found to be 3.5. Figure 11 shows an image segment of a slide scanned by 2 scanners and reproduced using different approaches in ICC profile generation and rendering intents. The images using matrix-only and absolute colorimetric rendering intent represents the reproducibility of our current system.
Phantom color slide reproducibility
The reproducibility of the phantom slide is measured by scanning the slides by calibrated UFSs and calculating color differences among the scans. In our test with 14 phantom slides, the average DeltaE between all the slide pairs is found to be below 1. Figure 10 shows the inter-target variation as a similarity matrix in terms of mean DeltaE, computed across the patches between pairs of phantoms. The relatively high DeltaE values seen in slide number 4 and 11-13, shown in the figure, belong to the target films from different Kodak production batches.
CONCLUSION
We presented a work-flow for color reproduction in WSI scanners by calibrating/profiling the scanners using a color phantom. Based on the objective and visual evaluation, we select the matrix-only calibration/profiling and absolute colorimetric rendering intent to reproduce the scanner colors.
We tested the proposed method of phantom slide preparation in 14 slides. The inter-slide difference on the phantom colors reproduced by calibrated UFSs on average is below 1 DeltaE. It shows that the phantom slides are perceptually uniform and can be used interchangeably in color profiling or assessment. The proposed work-flow is applied and tested in 35 UFSs. The average color accuracy, computed between calibrated scanners and the reference on the phantom slide, is found to be 3.5 DeltaE. Similarly, the the average difference between a model scanner and the 35 UFSs is 3.1 DeltaE and inter-scanner difference is 3.5 DeltaE. The DeltaE values on color accuracy and reproducibility show a clear improvement upon applying the proposed color calibration method to the UFS. The improvement is also visible in the reproduced tissue images.
For future work, we suggest further improvement on the preparation and usage phantom slide. The Kodak Q60 films, used in the phantom slide, are developed for natural scenes and skin tones. All the patches of the phantom slide, except for the face colors, are used in color calibrating the UFSs and also in evaluating scanner color accuracy and reproducibility. An ideal phantom slide should represent histopathology stains. Similarly, the color patches used in calibration should be different from the ones used in evaluation. Furthermore, the relationship of our color accuracy and reproducibility in the context clinical application is yet to be established. The relationship will provide thresholds that can be applied to standardize the WSI scanners.
